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UNIQUE SELLING POINTS (USP)
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We have a new logo, a new look, but the same focus.

Unique history – Founded by scientists local and abroad
and government
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LOGO

LOGO MEANING
LOGO NAME: Natural Jewels
The BNT logo encapsulates the reflections of natural gradiated light as it permeates through our tropical
land and seascapes, revealing the awe inspiring and jewel like spectrum of nature’s colour palette.

Green leaf
Terrestial parks.
Gradiated view from within
forest/coppice/canopy
refracted light and diversity.

of plant life

Gradient
Refracted light places audiences
inside the national parks for
a unique perspective. An
experiential viewpoint instead of
observatory.

Blue droplet
Marine parks.
Gradiated view of underwater
looking up to the surface.

Scale
Scale of the shapes represent
both the scale and scope of the
BNT mission and the fragility of
the environment

Pink
Biodiversity of species.
Connection to past
conservation success of
flamingo & conch.
Tropical vibrancy

Acronymn
Acknowledging the existing
consisent reference of the
organisation.
Perception of ease, freshness
and agility

WEB

Natural Jewels

Why “bnt” acronym?

The BNT logo encapsulates the reflections of natural

Acknowledging the existing consisent reference of the

gradiated light as it permeates through our tropical

organisation. Perception of ease, freshness and agility

land and seascapes, revealing the awe inspiring and
jewel like spectrum of nature’s colour palette.
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underwater looking up to
the surface.
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Connection to past
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Tropical vibrancy

